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Reluctant Regional Powers…
• India: a ‘reluctant superpower’ (Mattoo 2012), a ‘reluctant 

hegemon’ in South Asia (Mitra 2003)

• Brazil: ambivalent towards regional integration (Spektor
2010)

• South Africa’s engagement in Africa full of ‘ambiguities 
and contradictions’ (Alden/Le Pere 2009: 145)

• Germany: ‘reluctant hegemon’ 
(Paterson 2011; The Economist 2013)



Structure of the Presentation

1) What is reluctance? The concept

2) Why are states reluctant? A proto-theory

3) Rising powers and reluctance in global 
governance

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
What is reluctance? The concept. An analytical term!! Not the political use made by actors who expect rising powers to do more according to their own preferences.
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Hesitation
- Lack of initiative
- Delays
- Flip-flopping

Recalcitrance
- Ignoring requests
- Rejecting requests
- Obstructionism
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Why are states reluctant? 
• Reluctance emerges if states face (competing) 

international expectations and have difficulties
with domestic preference formation.

- Regional powers will face different expectations by
global vs. regional actors.

- Unclear domestic preferences might emerge as a 
result of government weakness; problems within
the bureaucracy; domestic arguing over competing
norms.





Rising Powers and Global Governance

• ‘Responsibility’ and reluctance

• ‘With power comes responsibility‘

• Tension between expectations of appropriate 
behaviour for aspiring great powers and their 
established foreign policy norms and traditions.



‘Reluctance’ and the E10 in the UNSC

• An analytical term

• Being reluctant does not mean being 
‘irresponsible’

• Keep in mind the constraints that governments 
are subjected to

• Think more about normative tensions within 
rising powers
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